
Atlanta WordPress Hands on Learning — Yoast’s WordPress SEO plugin

Installation and configuration notes are here, here, and here.

The following notes about the Social menu in the SEO plugin were originally published on Yoast’s website:

http://yoast.com/social-media-optimization-with-wordpress-seo-by-yoast/

There’s been a Social menu in the SEO plugin for quite a while; high time we explain to you what it does and what you should

do when you’ve installed the plugin. We’ll focus on 3 different social networks:

 Facebook

 Twitter

 Google+

As these are the biggest networks out there it’s what we’ll focus on, although there’s a note about Pinterest too.

Facebook

Facebook’s OpenGraph is used by quite a few different social networks and search engines outside of Facebook itself, but

obviously the main reason for adding it is for Facebook itself, the biggest social network on the planet. Facebook’s

OpenGraph support is continuously evolving but the basics are simple: in a few pieces of metadata you declare:

 What type of content is this?

 What’s the locale?

 What’s the canonical URL of the page?

 What’s the name of the site and the title of the page?

 What is the page about?

 Which image / images should be shown next to the post on Facebook?

Recently, some stuff has been added to that: a tag to relate the content to the author of the content on Facebook and a tag to

relate the content to the publisher’s page on Facebook.

article:publisher – this places a link to a site’s related Facebook Page.

The benefit of this is that when a post is shared from a site with this tag, a Like button automatically appears so
people can Like the Facebook Page directly from the shared post in Facebook.

article:author – this puts a Follow button for the author’s profile in the shared post on Facebook, so readers can
easily follow the author’s Facebook profile from within the post

Most of the values above are filled out by the plugin by default based on other data it has. It uses the locale of your site, the

site’s name, your SEO title, the canonical, the meta description value etc. to fill most of the required OpenGraph tags.

So what do you need to do?

First of all, go to SEO → Social, the Facebook tab and make sure OpenGraph is enabled. Then decide to use either a person

or an application as the “admin” of your site, as this will allow you to use Facebook Insights. Just click the appropriate button



and follow the on-screen guidance which will take you to facebook.com. Next, enter your Facebook Page URL for your site or

brand, as that will be connected to each post as the publisher.

The settings below that are for the Front page: which image should it use and what description should be used. Take some

time and craft these, making sure the image is large enough (at least 200px x 200px). Then, set a good default image. This will

be used when you have a post or page that does not contain an image, so it can still be shared with maximal visibility. This

image should also be at least 200px x 200px.

Lastly, go to your personal WordPress profile (just click on your name top right in the settings) and add a link to your

Facebook profile if you want to associate your Facebook profile with your content. If you do, be sure to also enable

the “Follow” functionality on Facebook.

As you can see, this is a few minutes work, after that, WordPress SEO takes all of the work out of your hands. If you want to

“debug” how Facebook perceives your page, open up a URL in the Facebook Linter, this one for instance is for the

Yoast.com homepage.

Home > Tools > Debugger

OpenGraph for Video Content

If you have video content, you would need to do more work, unless you’re using our Video SEO plugin, as that (starting with

the latest release) will take care of all the needed meta data and thus allow you to properly share your videos on Facebook,

even allowing for them to be played inline, which looks like this:

Twitter

For Twitter, the functionality is quite similar to Facebook. The functionality is called Twitter Cards. For several of these values

Twitter “falls back” to Facebook OpenGraph, so we don’t have to include everything, but it still is quite a bit.



We’re talking about:

 the type of content / type of card

 an image

 a description

 the twitter account of the site / publisher

 the twitter account of the author

 the “name” for the domain to show in a Twitter card



For our recent post on conversion optimization, this card would look like this:

The title is taken from the SEO title you enter in the Yoast metabox, the description is taken from the meta description unless

a specific description for Twitter is provided in the Social tab of the metabox. The image is the featured image of the post.

This leaves two values for you to fill out in the settings:

 The site Twitter account, which you can fill out on the SEO → Social page under the Twitter tab;

 The author Twitter account, which he / she can enter on their individual WordPress profile page.

Google+

Google+ will take almost every value from OpenGraph that it needs, which makes all of this really easy. There’s a couple of

steps for rel=”author” to work properly though: they need to fill out their Google+ profile URL in their profile settings and

then link back from their Google+ profile to your site. This will make author highlights work and makes the article used above

look like this in the search results:

There’s one other thing you need to do as a site owner: you need to make sure you connect your Google+ profile for your

company. You can do this on the Google+ tab of the social page.



Checklist for new authors

To get the most of all of the settings you’ve just set up, make sure each (new) author on your site fills out the following on

their WordPress profile:

 Facebook profile URL, make sure follow is enabled on their profile.

 Google+ URL.

 Twitter username.

Also make sure the author links back from his / her Google+ profile to your site or author highlighting will still not work.

Pinterest

Pinterest’s recent introduction of Rich Pins allows for OpenGraph markup as well, which is something we’re enthusiastic

about and are looking into. Expect some work from us with some of the bigger e-commerce plugins for WordPress out there.

Conclusion

This isn’t very hard to do, it just takes a few minutes of your time and you will “reap the benefits”. As these social networks

add new features, we’ll keep our plugin and this article up-to-date, so be sure to update the plugin regularly.

Update Jun 27th: We just released an update to WordPress SEO that changes the design of the WordPress SEO Social settings page to a tab based design.

Notes below originally published on WP Garage:
http://wpgarage.com/plugins/6-reasons-yoasts-wordpress-seo-plugin-is-more-awesome-then-you-realize/

WordPress SEO Plugin makes sure all your pages have the very important rel=canonical tag in the header file. You can change
this on a per-page basis by doing the following: edit the page/post, click on the Advanced tab in the WordPress SEO by Yoast
meta box, and enter whatever you want in the Canonical URL field.

What is a canonical page? A canonical page is the preferred version of a set of pages with highly similar content.



Why specify a canonical page? It's common for a site to have several pages listing the same set of products. For example, one page might

display products sorted in alphabetical order, while other pages display the same products listed by price or by rating.

If Google knows that these pages have the same content, we may index only one version for our search results. Our algorithms select the page
we think best answers the user's query. Now, however, users can specify a canonical page to search engines by adding a<link> element with the
attribute rel="canonical" to the <head> section of the non-canonical version of the page. Adding this link and attribute lets site owners identify
sets of identical content and suggest to Google: "Of all these pages with identical content, this page is the most useful. Please prioritize it in
search results."

Breadcrumbs with Rich Snippet semantic data

Yoast offers code for breadcrumbs you can use in your theme:

<?php if ( function_exists('yoast_breadcrumb') ) {
yoast_breadcrumb('<p id="breadcrumbs">','</p>');
} ?>

That’s maybe helpful for a site that doesn’t have breadcrumbs, but why should every site use his breadcrumbs? Check out how
this code renders breadcrumbs in the HTML of a site:

<p id="breadcrumbs"><span xmlns:v="http://rdf.data-vocabulary.org/#"><span typeof="v:Breadcrumb"><a
href="http://wpgarage.com" rel="v:url" property="v:title">WordPress Tips</a></span> > <span
typeof="v:Breadcrumb"><a href="http://wpgarage.com/category/tips/" rel="v:url"
property="v:title">Tips</a></span> > <span typeof="v:Breadcrumb"><strong class="breadcrumb_last"
property="v:title">Troubleshooting tip: if a plugin isn&rsquo;t working, make sure wp_head is in the
right place</strong></span></span></p>

See all that xmlns:v, typeof=”v:Breadcrumb” stuff? That’s gorgeous semantic data for Rich Snippets in Google’s search
results.

A breadcrumb trail is a set of links (breadcrumbs) that can help a user understand and navigate your site's hierarchy, like this:

Webmaster Tools › Help articles › My site and Google › Creating Google-friendly sites

Pages can have more than one breadcrumb trail. For example:

Books › Authors › Stephen King
Books › Fiction › Horror

When you markup breadcrumb information in the body of a web page, Google can identify it and use it to understand and present the
information on your pages in our search results.

Have you ever seen breadcrumbs under an item on a Google search results page? It’s often rendered thanks to this type of
code.



Include, exclude or prioritize pages in the XML Sitemap

Yoast’s plugin can create an XML sitemap for your site, right? Well, you can also control how and when pages appear in that
sitemap on a per-page/post basis. Go to edit the page/post, click on the Advanced tab in the WordPress SEO by Yoast meta
box, and choose the settings in the sitemap fields:

I never noticed the Include in HTML Sitemap option before, and as Yoast’s plugin doesn’t create an HTML sitemap, I’m
assuming it’s referring to the HTML Sitemap Template he explained how to create.

From Yoast's website:

I tend to advice people to create a Sitemap Page template in their theme and use that. In fact, I advise you to use a theme partial, so you can

reuse your HTML sitemap template on your WordPress 404 error pages too. To do that, follow these steps: first of all, create a partials folder

within your theme folder. In that partials folder, create a file called sitemap.php.

Paste the following code into that file and adapt as needed for your site:

<h2 id="authors">Authors</h2>
<ul>
<?php
wp_list_authors(
array(
'exclude_admin' => false,

)
);
?>
</ul>

<h2 id="pages">Pages</h2>
<ul>
<?php
// Add pages you'd like to exclude in the exclude here
wp_list_pages(
array(
'exclude' => '',
'title_li' => '',

)
);
?>
</ul>

<h2 id="posts">Posts</h2>
<ul>
<?php
// Add categories you'd like to exclude in the exclude here
$cats = get_categories('exclude=');
foreach ($cats as $cat) {
echo "<li><h3>".$cat->cat_name."</h3>";
echo "<ul>";
query_posts('posts_per_page=-1&cat='.$cat->cat_ID);
while(have_posts()) {
the_post();
$category = get_the_category();
// Only display a post link once, even if it's in multiple categories
if ($category[0]->cat_ID == $cat->cat_ID) {
echo '<li><a href="'.get_permalink().'">'.get_the_title().'</a></li>';

}
}
echo "</ul>";
echo "</li>";

}
?>
</ul>

Now, wherever you need that HTML sitemap “bit” in your WordPress theme, use this:

<?php get_template_part('/partials/sitemap'); ?>



HTML Sitemap WordPress Page Template

You could do this, for instance, for a sitemap page template. To create a sitemap page template using this code, duplicate your page.php file

and rename it to page-sitemap.php. Now open it, and below the call to the_content(); that’s in there, add

the get_template_part() bit mentioned above. Now go to the first line of the file, and after the opening <?php (but

before get_header()), add this comment:
/*
Template Name: Sitemap Page
*/

That’ll make WordPress recognize it as an HTML Sitemap template. This will allow you to write some introductory text for your HTML

sitemap, after which the full sitemap shows.

Add Custom Post Types to your HTML Sitemap

If you need custom post types in your HTML sitemap too, add this code underneath the other code:

foreach( get_post_types( array('public' => true) ) as $post_type ) {
if ( in_array( $post_type, array('post','page','attachment') ) )
continue;

$pt = get_post_type_object( $post_type );

echo '<h2>'.$pt->labels->name.'</h2>';
echo '<ul>';

query_posts('post_type='.$post_type.'&posts_per_page=-1');
while( have_posts() ) {
the_post();
echo '<li><a href="'.get_permalink().'">'.get_the_title().'</a></li>';

}

echo '</ul>';

And more…

The above are just related to optimization-related code that the plugin adds to your site, and doesn’t include the many other
amazing things the plugin does like:

 Complete control over meta descriptions, site-wide and on a per-page/post basis
 Noindex nofollow whole areas, or specific pages/posts
 301 redirect pages from within a specific page
 Optimize a page for a specific keyword with Page Analysis tools in the WordPress SEO by Yoast meta box
 Control title and meta description for author pages from the User Profile page
 Add a link back to your site in your RSS feed to at least add links to your scraped content

In the eternal words of Wayne and Garth: We’re not worthy!


